TILLAMOOK COUNTY REWITNESS 

TWO CORNERS ADJACENT

N.W.1/4, SEC. 18
4th COR. 19 T 3S R 10 W., WM.
S. E. DTC #

HISTORICAL: GLO 46.547

@ 40.00 CHAIRS -- Set post marked 1/4 on the north face of post -- dug pits, 18" x 12" deep, 8 Lks N and S from post -- post is 4' long 6" dia.

MAP F-40-58 MAP C-28 MAP A-1580

CONDITION FOUND:

And no evidence of the original 1/4 corner.

NOTE:

Corner position is located in an active sand dune. Therefore a witness corner was established.

RE-ESTABLISHED CORNER

1 SET 1/2" X 30" Iron Pipe with brass cap marked as sketch 72" Hat Section SEE NORTH 10°

W.C.

1/4 S19 8793 1968

NEW ACCESSORY:

SCREWED

GEO. F. E. 576 W. 19° WC 4 519 BT CS

GEO. F. E. 124° 23' F. E. 2918 WC 4 519 BT CS

Witness corner falls in deep depression at base of active sand dune

Witness corner is 350.80 W. of True 1/4 corner 19° 31' 10"

COMMENTS: Using available information from county records and taking a staller for a true meridian, A. F. Duncan - RS 93 - Traversed the section line between sections 18 & 19 3510 W., with active sand in the 1/4 corner position. A witness corner was established in the presence of A. F. Duncan, RS 793.

Refer to MAP A-1580 and refer to field notes (5516 section 9) G. LINDSEY

DATE: 6-11-68 PHOTO: C.S.

* = County corner tag affixed
FET 2" IRON PIPE WITH 3" BRASS CAP IN CONCRETE

W.C.

NEW ACCESSORY:
YELLOW COR Tags

1/4  S18
S19
RS 793
1974

COMMENTS: RESET CORNER FROM BEARING TYPES
CORNER WAS DESTROYED BY VANDALS CORNER IS
6" BELOW SURFACE OF SAND.

IN THE PRESENCE OF: DAN MCNUTT - GALE ARTHUR

DATE: 6-19-74

* = County corner tag affixed.

TILLAMOOK COUNTY REWITNESS:
N.W.  SEC.
WITNESS COR. TO SEC 18-19 T3S R10 W. WM.
S.S.

HISTORICAL:

CONDITION

FOUND:

COMMENTS:
1 SET. 1/2" IRON PIPE WITH 3" BRASS CAP IN 10" CONCRETE CYLINDER FROM FOUND BEARING TREES.
60" Flat Section 20" NORTH

NEW ACCESSORY: RESCIBRED OLD B.T.S. ON NEW FACE
*22" FIR NOW 23" FIR 15.0' 14'6' B S T MON SPIKE
DISTANCE TO MONUMENT SPIKE 6' BELOW OLD FACE
*20" FIR NOW 24' FIR 23.3' 32'7" B S T MON SPIKE
DISTANCE TO MONUMENT SPIKE 75' BELOW OLD FACE

COMMENTS: SEE PREVIOUS CORNER CARDS FOR MORE INFORMATION.

IN THE PRESENCE OF: DAN MC UTT AL DVORAK

DATE: 6-18-85

PHOTO:

TITLE

TILLAMOOK COUNTY REWITNESS

SEC. 18

WITNESS COR. 19 T 35 R 10 W., WM.

HISTORICAL:

CONDITION FOUND:

COMMENTS: